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Chapter  3    

NFA for 2×n MCP 

 

 
 

In this chapter, we will construct an NFA which determines the consistency of any 2×n 

Minesweeper puzzle.  

 

3.1 Input Symbols 
A 2×n Minesweeper board can be represented by a sequence of n symbols. Each 

symbol represents a column of the board and is a pair over the alphabets β={0, 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, B, ?}. For example, The board in Figure 13(a) can be represented by <”B1”, “11”, 

“??”, “??”, “B2”, “??”, “B2”, “3B”, “B2”, “11”>. A symbol may be ‘00’, ‘11’, ‘B?’, 

‘??’, and etc. There are 64 possible pairs as shown in Table 3. But with some 

interesting properties of Minesweeper, most pairs could be eliminated, and only 19 

legal pairs left as shown in Table 4. One property is if both alphabets of the pair are 

numbers, they should be the same (such as ‘00’, ‘11’, ‘22’, ‘33’, ‘44’) for each mine 

will contribute a same unit of count to both of its upper and lower squares in adjacent 

columns. In other words, these two alphabets have the same impact to their right and 

left neighboring squares on a 2×n Minesweeper board. Furthermore, we can also 

eliminate pairs which are illegal such as ‘0B’, ‘B0’, ‘55’. The pair ‘0B’ and ‘B0’ are 

illegal for there should not be any mine adjacent to a ‘0’ square, and ‘55’ is an illegal 

input symbol for the squares surrounding any square which is numbered ‘5’ should be 

mines on a 2×n Minesweeper board. 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 

Figure 13. (a) and (b) are the same for the circled square “2” in the fifth column contributes the same  

unit to its surrounding squares. 

  

In addition, alphabets of a pair can be exchanged with each other and will not affect 

the consistency result, so we just take account of one of the pairs. For example, if we 

exchange the two alphabets in the fifth column of Figure 13(a), we can get the other 

board as shown in Figure 13(b). A mine has already appeared above the circled square 

in Figure 13(a) and under the circled square in Figure 13(b), so the circled squares of 

both boards contribute the same unit of count to their surrounding squares—only one 

mine in these unknown surrounding squares of both boards. Hence, we can treat that 

Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) as the same board. 

 

Table 3. All possible symbols for 2×n Minesweeper problem. 
00 01 02 03 04 05 0B 0?
10 11 12 13 14 15 1B 1?
20 21 22 23 24 25 2B 2?
30 31 32 33 34 35 3B 3?
40 41 42 43 44 45 4B 4?
50 51 52 53 54 55 5B 5?
B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B5 B?
?0 ?1 ?2 ?3 ?4 ?5 ?B ??

 
 

Table 4. All legal symbols for 2×n Minesweeper problem. 

00 0? 11 1B 1? 22 2B 2?
33 3B 3? 44 4B 4? 5B 5?
BB ?B ??      

 

 

 
B

B B 
B B B B 

B 
BB 
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3.2 Representation for 2×n MCP NFA 

Definition 3.1:  A 2×n Minesweeper sequence of length n is a sequence of n 

symbols over the alphabet ∑={00, 11, 22, 33, 44, 1B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, BB, ?B, 0?, 

1?, 2?, 3?, 4?, 5?, ??}. 

Definition 3.2:  A Minesweeper sequence is globally consistent if no local 

inconsistency is found in the Minesweeper sequence. 

 

The NFA takes a Minesweeper sequence of length n as input and is a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, 

s0, F), where Q is a finite set of 43 states, i.e., Q={s0, ?0?0, ?B?B, ?BBB, BBBB, ?0?B, ?0BB, 

0000, 00?0, 1111, 11?0, 2222, 22?0, 1010, 10?0, 2121, 21?0, 3232, 32?0, 21?B, 21BB, 32?B, 32BB, 

43?B, 43BB, 11?B, 11BB, 22?B, 22BB, 33?B, 33BB, 2020, 20?0, 3131, 31?0, 31?B, 31BB, 4242, 

42?0, 42?B, 42BB, 53?B, 53BB}. The set of input alphabet is Σ={00, 11, 22, 33, 44, 1B, 2B, 

3B, 4B, 5B, BB, ?B, 0?, 1?, 2?, 3?, 4?, 5?, ??}. δ: Q × Σ → Q is the state transition 

relation. δ defines the rules for state moving. s0∈Q is the start state. F∈Q is the set of 

accepting states, F={s0, ?0?0, ?B?B,  ?BBB’, ‘BBBB’, ‘?0?B’, ‘?0BB’, ‘0000’, ‘00?0’, ‘1111’, 

‘11?0’, ‘2222’, ‘22?0’, ‘11?B’, ‘1BBB’, ‘22?B’, ‘22BB’, ‘33?B’, and ‘33BB’}. 

 

The states of the NFA have the form (XxYy), where “XY” means the input symbol, and 

the subscripts “x” and “y” indicate the information of mines for input alphabets X and 

Y. Table 5 explains the meaning of Xx (or Yy). Take a state ‘10?0’ for example, “1?” is 

the input symbol which causes the machine to go to this state. Looking into Table 5, 

we can know that for the input ‘1’, the subscript ‘0’ means that no mine appeared in 

this and the left columns, and the next column should have only one mine. Then for the 

input ‘?’, the subscript ‘0’ means that this ‘?’ is not a mine. Since no mine appeared in 

this column, so the next column must have one mine in order to keep consistency. The 

subscripts for those numbered squares reveal mine information—numbers of mines, 
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and the subscripts “B” and “0” for ‘?’-marked squares reveal whether the ‘?’ is a mine 

or not. 

 

Table 5. Meaning of Xx (or Yy) 

Xx (or Yy) Meaning 
00 There is no mine adjacent to this column. 
10 There is no mine in this and the left columns, and the next 

column should have only one mine. 
11 There is totally a mine in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should not have any mine. 
20 There is no mine in this and the left columns, and the next 

column should have 2 mines. 
21 There is totally a mine in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should have only one mine. 
22 There are totally 2 mines in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should not have any mine. 
31 There is totally a mine in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should have 2 mines. 
32 There are totally 2 mines in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should have only one mine. 
33 There are totally 3 mines in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should not have any mine. 
42 There are totally 2 mines in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should have 2 mines. 
43 There are totally 3 mines in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should have only one mine. 
53 There are totally 3 mines in this and the left columns, and 

the next column should have 2 mines. 
?0 For the input alphabet ‘?’, the subscript ‘0’ means that 

this ‘?’ is not a mine. 
?B For the input alphabet ‘?’, the subscript ‘B’ means that 

this ‘?’ is a mine. 
BB Input alphabet ‘B’ with the subscript ‘B’ means it is a 

mine. 
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We consider all cases which are possibly happened in any 2×n Minesweeper board. 

Some state combinations are inconsistent such as ‘10BB’, ‘20BB’, ‘101B’, ‘3242’, 

‘4252’, …, etc. For example of ‘10BB’, ‘10’ means that no mine has appeared in this and 

the left column, but ‘BB’ means a mine has appeared in this column, a contradiction. 

The cases ‘3242’ and ‘4252’ are inconsistent for the illegal input symbols and ‘10BB’, 

‘20BB’, ‘101B’ are inconsistent for their impossible occurrences. As we described 

before, if both alphabets of the input symbol are numbers, they should be the same. For 

the states, this property still holds. So we can not get states like ‘101B’, ‘3242’, ‘4252’, 

‘1B2B’, ‘4110’, …, etc. In this way, we have totally 43 possible states in Q. 
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3.3 State Transition Table  

Now we construct the 2×n MCP state transition relations as shown in Table 6, where 

state ‘s0’, ‘?0?0’, ‘?B?B’, ‘?BBB’, ‘BBBB’, ‘?0?B’, ‘?0BB’, ‘0000’, ‘00?0’, ‘1111’, ‘11?0’, 

‘2222’, ‘22?0’, ‘11?B’, ‘1BBB’, ‘22?B’, ‘22BB’, ‘33?B’, and ‘33BB’ are accepting states. We 

use double circle to represent them in Table 4. If the NFA ends at any one (say, ‘kk?0’) 

of these accepting states, then there are totally k mines in the last two columns. We do 

not need extra mines to equalize the quantity k. 
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Table 6. The state transition relations for 2×n MCP NFA. 

 0? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5? ?B ?? 00 11 1B 22 2B 33 3B 44 4B 5B BB

 s0 

  

00?0 10?0 

11?B 

20?0 

21?B 

31?B   ?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

0000 1010 11BB 2020 21BB  31BB    BBBB

 
?0?0 

 

00?0 10?0 

11?B 

20?0 

21?B 

31?B   ?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

0000 1010 11BB 2020 21BB  31BB    BBBB

?B?B   22?0 32?0 

33?B 

42?0 

43?B 

53?B

 

?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

   2222  3232 33BB 4242 43BB 53BB BBBB

?BBB   22?0 32?0 

33?B 

42?0 

43?B 

53?B

 

?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

   2222  3232 33BB 4242 43BB 53BB BBBB

 

BBBB   22?0 32?0 

33?B 

42?0 

43?B 

53?B

 

?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

   2222  3232 33BB 4242 43BB 53BB BBBB

?0?B  11?0 21?0 

22?B 

31?0 

32?B 

42?B 

 

 ?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

 1111  2121 22BB 3131 32BB  42BB  BBBB

 
?0BB  11?0 21?0 

22?B 

31?0 

32?B 

42?B 

 

 ?0BB

?BBB

?0?0

?0?B

?B?B

 1111  2121 22BB 3131 32BB  42BB  BBBB

0000 00?0 10?0 20?0     ?0?0 0000 1010  2020        

00?0 00?0 10?0 20?0     ?0?0 0000 1010  2020        

1111 00?0 10?0 20?0     ?0?0 0000 1010  2020        

11?0 00?0 10?0 20?0     ?0?0 0000 1010  2020        

2222 00?0 10?0 20?0     ?0?0 0000 1010  2020        

 

22?0 00?0 10?0 20?0     ?0?0 0000 1010  2020        

1010  11?B 21?B 31?B   ?0BB ?0?B   11BB  21BB  31BB     

10?0  11?B 21?B 31?B   ?0BB ?0?B   11BB  21BB  31BB     

2121  11?B 21?B 31?B   ?0BB ?0?B   11BB  21BB  31BB     

21?0  11?B 21?B 31?B   ?0BB ?0?B   11BB  21BB  31BB     

3232  11?B 21?B 31?B   ?0BB ?0?B   11BB  21BB  31BB     

q5 

32?0  11?B 21?B 31?B   ?0BB ?0?B   11BB  21BB  31BB     

21?B   22?B 32?B 42?B  ?0BB ?0?B     22BB  32BB  42BB   
q6 

21BB   22?B 32?B 42?B  ?0BB ?0?B     22BB  32BB  42BB   

  input  
state 

q0 

q1 

q2 

q3 

q4 
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 0? 1? 2? 3? 4? 5? ?B ?? 00 11 1B 22 2B 33 3B 44 4B 5B BB

32?B   22?B 32?B 42?B  ?0BB ?0?B     22BB  32BB  42BB   

32BB   22?B 32?B 42?B  ?0BB ?0?B     22BB  32BB  42BB   

43?B   22?B 32?B 42?B  ?0BB ?0?B     22BB  32BB  42BB   
q6 

43BB   22?B 32?B 42?B  ?0BB ?0?B     22BB  32BB  42BB   

11?B  11?0 21?0 31?0    ?0?0  1111  2121  3131      

11BB  11?0 21?0 31?0    ?0?0  1111  2121  3131      

22?B  11?0 21?0 31?0    ?0?0  1111  2121  3131      

22?B  11?0 21?0 31?0    ?0?0  1111  2121  3131      

33?B  11?0 21?0 31?0    ?0?0  1111  2121  3131      

 

33?B  11?0 21?0 31?0    ?0?0  1111  2121  3131      

2020       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

20?0       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

3131       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

31?0       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

31?B       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

31BB       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

4242       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

42?0       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

42?B       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

42BB       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

53?B       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

q8 

53BB       ?BBB ?B?B           BBBB

 

 

 

 

state 
input 

q7
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Let us see how this NFA works. A 2×n Minesweeper board is given in Figure 14, and 

the 2×n Minesweeper sequence is represented as <“22”, “?B”, “22”, “??”>. Initially, 

the machine is in the start state s0 (in the state set q0) and the first input symbol is “22”, 

it goes to only one state ‘2020’(in the state set q8). From state ‘2020’, there is only one 

state ‘?BBB’(in the state set q2) to go on the next input symbol “?B”. The third input 

symbol is “22”, and the machine goes to state ‘2222’(in the state set q4). Then the 

machine will go to state ‘?0?0’ (in the state set q1) for the fourth input symbol is “??”. 

The state ‘?0?0’ is an accepting state, so we know that this 2×n Minesweeper board is 

consistent. 

 
2 ? 2 ?
2 B 2 ?

Figure 14. A 2×4 Minesweeper board. 

Now let us see an easy 2×n Minesweeper board shown in Figure 15. The 2×n 

Minesweeper sequence is represented as <“22”>. Initially the machine is in the start 

state s0 (in the state set q0) and the first input symbol is “22”, and it will go to state 

‘2020’ (in the state set q8) which is a rejecting state. So we can know this board is not 

consistent.  

 
2
2

Figure 15. A 2×1 Minesweeper board. 

Take another example, a 2×n Minesweeper board is shown in Figure 16. The 2×n 

Minesweeper sequence is represented as <“?B”, “2?”>. The machine is initially in the 

start state s0 (in the state set q0) and the first input symbol is “?B”, and then the 

machine will have two states ‘?0BB’ and ‘?BBB’ to go. And the next input symbol is 

“2?”, so the machine will have 2 states ‘21?B’ and ‘22?B’ to go if it is from state ’?0BB’. 

The state ‘22?B’ is an accepting state. But the state ‘21?B’ is a rejecting state because it 
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needs an extra mine in the third column which is not present. On the other hand, if it is  

from the state ‘?BBB’, then the machine will go to an accepting state ‘22?0’. When the 

machine takes an input symbol consisting of one or two ‘?’s, it will have two or more 

paths to go. If the machine gets more and more inputs like these, it may have lots of 

possible paths to follow. Hence if we get a 2×n Minesweeper board with many inputs 

like “??”, “?B”, “BB”, “2?”, and etc., would the machine go to lots of states with 

explosive growth? In the follows, we will deal with this problem. 

 

B 2
? ?

Figure 16. A 2×2 Minesweeper board. 

As described before, we must care about the growth of possible moving paths in the 

NFA. Here we give another example. A 2×n Minesweeper board is given in Figure 6.  

 
2 ? 4 ? ?
? ? ? B 2

Figure 17. A 2×5 Minesweeper board. 

The 2×n Minesweeper sequence is represented as <“2?”, “??”, “4?”, “?B”, “2?”>. In 

the NFA, the machine will have 4 possible moving paths according to the state 

transition relations of Table 6. 

 

Initially the machine on the input symbol “2?” has two possible states ‘20?0’ and ‘21?B’ 

to go. The machine in the state ‘20?0’ will go to the state ‘?B?B’ while reading the input 

symbol “??”. The machine in the state ‘21?B’ will go to the state ‘?0?B’ while reading 

the input symbol “??”. If the machine goes to the state ‘?B?B’ and reads the next input 

symbol ‘4?’, then it splits again and gets two possible states ‘42?0’, ‘43?B’. On the other 

hand, if the machine goes to the state ‘?0?B’ and reads the input symbol “4?”, then it 

can only go to the state ‘42?B’. The next input symbol is “?B”, the machine will go to 
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the state ‘?BBB’ if it is from states ‘42?0’ or ‘42?B’, or go to the state ‘?0?B’ if it is from 

the state ‘43?B’. The machine in the state ‘?B?B’ reads the final input symbol “?2” will 

go to the state ‘22?0’. On the other hand, the machine in the state ‘?0?B’ will have 2 

states ‘21?0’ or ‘22?B’ to go. But the state ’21?0’ is a rejecting state because it needs an 

extra mine in the next column which is not present. So only 4 possible paths are 

consistent. See below for a depiction. 

 

 s0 20?0 ?B?B 42?0 ?B?B 22?0   (accepting state) 

 s0 20?0 ?B?B 43?B ?0?B 21?0   (rejecting state) 

 s0 20?0 ?B?B 43?B ?0?B 22?B   (accepting state) 

 s0 21?B ?0?B 42?B ?B?B 22?0   (accepting state) 

 

Since the rules of transitions only depend on the number information of mines between 

current and the previous columns as well as the next input symbol, the NFA can 

correctly reach an accepting state or a rejecting state. 


